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Duffey hasn't given up on being a starter 
Rhett Bollinger | MLB.com | March 14, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, Fla. -- Right-hander Tyler Duffey knows the additions of right-handers Jake Odorizzi and Lance Lynn hurt his chances of making 
the Twins' roster, but Duffey is trying to focus on what he can control and not worry about what will happen at the end of camp. 

Duffey made his fourth appearance and first start of the Grapefruit League season against a lineup full of Red Sox regulars in a 2-1 loss on 
Wednesday, pitching his way in and out of trouble in three innings. He surrendered two runs (one earned) on four hits, two walks and a hit by 
pitch while striking out two and has a 4.66 ERA. 

"I've just been told I'm being lengthened out," said Duffey, who threw 50 pitches and 10 more in the bullpen after his outing. "It's out of my 
hands. I just have to go out and get outs like today." 

Duffey's best chance at making the roster is in long relief, as the Twins are likely to open with a four-man rotation consisting of Jose Berrios, 
Odorizzi, Lynn and Kyle Gibson. And even if the club goes with a fifth starter, Phil Hughes is the favorite for that spot, as he's shown he's healthy 
this spring after a second rib surgery to alleviate thoracic outlet syndrome. But if the Twins decide to go with a five-man rotation with Hughes in 
it, there's a chance Duffey could open as the club's long reliever. 

"Some spots filled up, but the opportunities are still going to be there," Duffey said. "It's just being ready for it and being able to capitalize and get 
the outs I'm supposed to get. If I do my job and get outs, everything else will take care of itself." 

Twins manager Paul Molitor said the plan is to continue to stretch Duffey out, as he'll start again on Monday, and said it's too early to predict how 
the roster will go. 

"We're going to give him a look and get him extended," Molitor said. "But he battled today even though he didn't have his best stuff." 

Wednesday was Duffey's first start at any level since March 20, 2017, snapping a streak of 59 straight relief appearances in the regular season and 
Spring Training. Duffey admitted he had nerves early in his outing, walking Mookie Betts and J.D. Martinez to load the bases with one out in the 
first, but Duffey settled down, striking out Xander Bogaerts and Mitch Moreland to get out of the jam. 
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"It was definitely different, because it was almost exactly a year since I last started," Duffey said. "But once I got the first couple batters out of the 
way, it got back to normal. I made some good pitches and got out of some jams." 

Duffey hasn't started in the Majors since 2016 after being converted to a reliever last season, posting a 4.94 ERA in 71 innings. Duffey has Minor 
League options and can be sent to Triple-A Rochester to remained stretched out to start, and he hasn't given up on becoming a starter again at the 
Major League level. 

"I think I'm capable of doing it, but it's just about getting that crack at it," Duffey said. "If it's this year, that's great. If I'm in long relief, that's 
great, too. We'll see what happens." 

 

Rosario starts throwing program 
Rhett Bollinger | MLB.com | March 14, 2018 
 

FORT MYERS, Fla. -- Twins left fielder Eddie Rosario, who has been out since March 4 with right triceps tendinitis, began his throwing program 
on Wednesday, and he is slated to return to the lineup as a designated hitter against the Rays on Thursday. 

Rosario was shut down from throwing after feeling soreness in his upper arm while playing left field on March 4. But with rest, the inflammation 
has subsided, and Rosario threw 20 sets from 60 feet before Wednesday's game against the Red Sox, but there's still no exact timetable for when 
he'll return to the outfield. 

"I feel very good," Rosario said. "I threw from 60 feet with no pain. Everything was good." 

The injury isn't considered serious and Rosario said he expects to be ready for Opening Day on March 29 against the Orioles. Rosario, 26, was 3-
for-13 with a homer before suffering the injury and said the key will be regaining his timing over the next two weeks. He'll get his first chances to 
do that as DH on Thursday and Friday. 

"I'll be ready for Opening Day," Rosario said. "I need to work on my approach and my timing. I need to swing at strikes." 

Camp battles 

• Outfielder Robbie Grossman, competing with Zack Granite for the fourth outfielder role, continues to heat up offensively and tripled into the 
right-center-field gap off Red Sox ace Chris Sale in the second inning. 

• Right-hander Alan Busenitz, who is competing for a spot in the bullpen, threw two scoreless innings with two strikeouts to lower his ERA to 
5.14 this spring. He has an outside shot at cracking the bullpen despite some scuffles this spring, as he was solid as a rookie last season, posting a 
1.99 ERA in 31 2/3 innings. 

Injury updates 

• Right-hander Michael Pineda continues to rehab after undergoing Tommy John surgery last July and is now throwing long toss from 90 feet. 
Pineda remains on track to possibly return for the last month of the season and could come back in relief to speed up the process. 

• Right-hander Trevor May is further along in his rehab from Tommy John surgery last March, as he began mixing in curveballs and sliders into 
his bullpen sessions this week. May, who is on the 60-day disabled list, is eligible to return in late May. 

Up next 

Right-hander Kyle Gibson will make his fourth start of the spring against the Rays on Thursday at 12:05 p.m. CT in Port Charlotte. Gibson has 
pitched well this spring with a 1.80 ERA, and other pitchers scheduled to see action include right-handers Ryan Pressly and Tyler Kinley. Fans 
can catch all the action in an exclusive audio webcast on twinsbaseball.com. 

 

Twins' Tyler Duffey will take on any pitching role, but wants to start 
Phil Miller | Star Tribune | March 15, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, Fla. – It’s not the salaries or the perks that makes Tyler Duffey jealous of his more-established veteran teammates during spring 
training. It’s their ability to believe and act upon the oft-repeated notion that spring results don’t count. 

Tinker with your mechanics? Develop a new pitch? Shrug off a bad outing? 
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Must be nice. 

“I’ve never been in a spring game that didn’t matter,” said Duffey, the 27-year-old righthander who has lingered on the edges of the Twins’ 
rotation for four consecutive spring trainings. “I’ve always been trying to make the team, and you’re aware that they’re going to make decisions 
based on what they see. So it’s hard for me to just be working on stuff out there. That’s a luxury I’ve never really had.” 

After giving up six runs in his MLB debut in 2015, Duffey bounced back to post a 2.25 ERA in nine late-season starts that summer, making him a 
solid contender for the 2016 rotation. But he wasn’t sharp that spring and was sent down to Class AAA Rochester to open the season. Last spring 
he made the team, but lost his rotation spot and spent all summer in the bullpen. 

So while Duffey is encouraged that the Twins are giving him another chance to make the rotation, it’s also true he didn’t get a start until 
Wednesday’s so-so outing against the Red Sox, a mere two weeks before Opening Day. And while he has tried to make the most of two-inning 
stints up to now, he’s noticed the Twins clubhouse suddenly includes Jake Odorizzi and Lance Lynn — meaning, his odds to be a starter today are 
a lot longer than when camp opened. It appears he is battling Phil Hughes for the final rotation spot, a job which comes with only a handful of 
April starts and might disappear altogether once Ervin Santana returns in May from a finger injury. 

“I was told I was being lengthened out [to start]. Obviously with the start today, they are looking at [the possibility],” said Duffey, who put two 
runners on base in each of his three innings Wednesday, but allowed only two runs, one earned. But “it’s out of my hands. Like today, I have to 
go and get outs, get out of some jams and prove to them that I can do it.” 

Even if it’s just temporary, Duffey said he enjoyed being a starting pitcher again. He’ll go to the bullpen, certainly, especially if it keeps him in 
Minnesota and not Class AAA. But his preference is clear. 

“I actually had a little bit of the jitters” on Wednesday, his first start since September 20, 2016, Duffey said. “I was excited to get back out there as 
a starter. The time leading up to it, getting ready for the game, going over stuff with the catcher before the game — it’s different.” 

So is his willingness to use the spring for tinkering. New pitching coach Garvin Alston, who understood Duffey’s must-get-outs mind-set, had a 
mechanical suggestion for the former fifth-round pick, and finally convinced him to give it a try during a session of batting practice, with nobody 
keeping score. Duffey sounds glad he gave in. 

“He told me to slow my mechanics down, just physically slow my arm.” Duffey said. “I was in a rush. So I tried it in live BP, and it felt like I was 
just lobbing fastballs. But it didn’t affect anything that matters. My velocity is the same. It may not look like I’m much slower, but I almost feel 
like I’m in slow motion. I just turn it down a little bit.” 

By doing so, though, Duffey discovered what Alston was trying to tell him: Less can be more. 

“It made it easier to throw where I want to. It makes it easier to get on top of my breaking ball, and you get a better break,” Duffey said. “I was 
trying to overthrow every pitch, and this gives me better command.” 

Paul Molitor noticed, saying last week that “Tyler’s getting good spin when he mixes in his breaking ball, and he’s throwing it in there. It sets up 
his fastball when he trusts he can throw his curve for strikes.” 

Will he be allowed to do it in the first inning or the sixth? As you’d expect, Duffey is willing to do what he’s told. 

“I’m feeling pretty good about my pitches, but guys can always count” roster spots, Duffey said. “If [the bullpen] is where they think I can help 
the most, that’s what I’ll do.” 

 

Tales from Twins spring trainings of yore 
Jim Souhan | Star Tribune | March 15, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, FLA. – Retired Twins farm director Jim Rantz was walking around Hammond Stadium when someone asked how much spring 
training has changed in his lifetime. 
 
“When we were over in Melbourne for 25 years, we had one batting cage,” he said. “Now I think we’ve got seven on the minor league side and 
five on the major league. In Melbourne, the netting on the cage didn’t even reach the ground. 
 
“Lots of great players came through there — the Hrbeks, Pucketts, Gaettis. I guess it was so bad they wanted to get out and never come back.” 
 
Former Twins catcher and minor league manager Phil Roof helps with camp every year. 
 
“Know what we fed the players when I was managing in the minors?” he said. “Blimpies, Pizza Hut, Chick-fil-A. That was our rotation. Today, 
we have a nutritionist for our minor leaguers, and we have a beautiful place for them to stay!” 
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Before the Twins moved into Hammond Stadium and what is now known as the CenturyLink Sports Complex in 1991, Twins minor leaguers 
trained in Melbourne, Fla., and the big-leaguers trained at Tinker Field in Orlando. 
 
Rantz and Roof described facilities that would embarrass a modern high school. I’ve been covering spring trainings in Fort Myers for a quarter-
century, and I have no horror stories to tell. The Twins complex here was picturesque from the start and recently has been improved to 
picturesque and impressive. 
 
The Twins have upgraded Hammond Stadium, adding grass berms, outfield seats, bars and dining options. They have built the Player 
Development Center — quality dorms for minor league and foreign-born players, complete with classrooms and a cafeteria geared toward healthy 
eating. 
 
Once quaint and antiquated, spring training has become highly professionalized, befitting a billion-dollar industry populated by millionaire 
employees. In the old days of the Wild West (Coast of Florida), things were a little … goofier? 
 
In no apparent order, here are a few of my favorite memories of spring training in Fort Myers: 
 
• Kirby Puckett would be the first player into the clubhouse, often arriving at 6 a.m. He’d bring bagels for the clubhouse workers, many of whom 
slept on site, and sit in his corner locker telling stories. 
 
• In 1993, Puckett ensured that a first-round draft pick would locker between him and Dave Winfield. Torii Hunter’s introduction to big-league 
baseball was sitting between two future Hall of Famers. Puckett also told Hunter to take as much money from his wallet as he needed. 
 
• That was a wise allocation of Puckett’s cash. Rookies called him “Payday,” because Puckett loved to gamble but never mastered poker. They 
loved playing cards with him on bus rides around the state. 
 
Puckett was so competitive he would organize a March Madness pool, then buy all of his favorite teams from other entrants, ensuring he would 
lose money even if one of his teams won the title. 
 
• Paul Molitor arrived in the spring of 1996, listened to Puckett in the clubhouse for a day, then said: “I appreciated the quality of what Kirby has 
to say. I underestimated the quantity.” 
 
• Where there now is an office park beyond the left field fence, there once was a pasture. Kent Hrbek would tell his teammates before batting 
practice, “Let’s go hit a cow.” 
 
• Longtime manager Tom Kelly hated to release veteran players who had helped him win championships. In the spring of 1994, the Twins cut 
Gene Larkin to make way for top prospect and Stanford alum David McCarty, prompting Kelly to derisively say, “Stanford, boola, boola, boola.” 
 
• Hunter eventually adopted Puckett’s role in the clubhouse. He and the players who transformed the franchise in the early 2000s turned the 
clubhouse into sportswriting nirvana. They were funny, quotable, inviting and passionate about the game. 
 
One day, Corey Koskie filled David Ortiz’s jean pockets with ice … to distract him from the peanut butter in his underwear. 
 
• Ron Gardenhire bet David Ortiz he couldn’t hit a golf ball from the big-league field onto the far practice field. Of course, it was an exploding 
ball. 
 
• Before the concussions and other injuries, Joe Mauer was one of the great young players in baseball history. An outfielder named Brian 
Buchanan watched Mauer take his first round of batting practice in big-league camp, walked into the clubhouse and said, “Everything I’ve tried to 
do with my swing my entire life he’s already doing, and making it look easy.” 
 
• On March 27, 1996, Puckett played in his last baseball game. He faced Atlanta ace Greg Maddux, who had won four consecutive Cy Young 
Awards. In the first inning, Puckett lined a single, then hollered toward the mound. 
 
Puckett, the hitting artist, called Maddux “Picasso.” 
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Chris Sale, Red Sox slip past Twins 2-1 
La Velle E. Neal III | Star Tribune | March 14, 2018 
 

FORT MYERS, Fla. – Boston lefthander Chris Sale looked sharp for five shutout innings Wednesday as the Red Sox beat the Twins 2-1 at 
Hammond Stadium. 

The Twins were shut down by Sale, who allowed only two hits — triples to Robbie Grossman and Jorge Polanco — while striking out seven. That 
was a little different from how the Twins have handled him in recent seasons — Sale is 10-6 against the Twins in his career but has a 4.21 ERA 
against them. 

The challenge for the Twins when facing Sale this season is figuring out how many lefthanded hitters they can start against him. They started four 
Wednesday with another, Eddie Rosario, out because of an injury. 

The Twins lineup now has free-agent signee Logan Morrison, another lefty, who struck out twice against Sale but is 5-for-15 against him in his 
career. Morrison drove in the Twins’ only run with a bloop single to center off Robby Scott in the seventh inning. 

Twins righthander Tyler Duffey, who hasn’t started a regular-season game since the 2016 season, gave up one earned run over three innings on 
four hits and two walks. He worked out of a bases-loaded, one-out jam in the first inning by striking out Xander Bogaerts and Mitch Moreland. 
But he gave up an RBI single to Mookie Betts in the second and a solo home run to Moreland in the third. Duffey allowed at least two 
baserunners in each of his three innings. 

Duffey’s next start is scheduled for Monday against Pittsburgh in Bradenton. 

“He battled well,” Twins manager Paul Molitor said of Duffey. “I don’t think he had his best stuff.” 

 

Rosario ready to rejoin Twins lineup as DH 
La Velle E. Neal III | Star Tribune | March 14, 2018 
 

There will be an Eddie Rosario sighting Thursday, with the outfielder scheduled to be the designated hitter against the Rays. 

Rosario has missed nine games because of triceps tendinitis and, as a result, has only 13 at-bats. His arm feels good enough to begin a throwing 
program, during which he played catch from 60 feet away Wednesday. That distance will be increased over the next few days as long as he 
continues to improve. 

Twins manager Paul Molitor now wants to get Rosario’s bat sharp for the regular season, and will use him in the DH role until he’s ready for 
outfield work. Rosario’s absence has allowed Brock Stassi, Ryan LaMarre and others to get playing time. But now it’s Rosario’s turn. 

“It will be good to get him some at-bats over the next couple of days,” Molitor said. 

Rosario sounded eager to get back in the batter’s box after taking longer than expected for his arm to recover. 

“I want to work on my approach and my timing and swing at strikes,” Rosario said. 

Unfortunate prediction 

During Wednesday’s Red Sox-Twins game, former Twin Eduardo Nunez was plunked by Twins righthander Tyler Duffey. 

Nunez staggered to the backstop and needed a couple minutes while a trainer examined his right forearm. Nunez, known for such moments, 
remained in the game. 

Duffey watched it all with an uneasy feeling. He saw Nunez before the game and joked he might hit him with a pitch. He was kidding, but he 
became nervous when he the ball got away from him and struck Nunez. 

“I was like, ‘Not that,’ ” Duffey said. “But we’re good. He’s OK.” 

Nunez spent two-plus seasons with the Twins before being traded to San Francisco during the 2016 season for lefthander Adalberto Mejia. He 
was traded a year later to Boston, and re-signed with Red Sox during the offseason. 

Target Field deal 

The Twins unveiled a ticket plan Wednesday that enables fans to attend 13 home games in April for $49. 
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The “Spring Ballpark Pass” does not include Opening Day. The pass gives fans access to the other 13 games — two against Seattle, three against 
Houston, four against the White Sox, three against Cincinnati and one against Toronto — without an assigned seat. 

Tickets will be delivered to mobile devices. Fans can purchase up to eight passes. 

Last season, the Twins sold about 1,300 passes at $99 for 30 home games in April and May. 

More information is available at twinsbaseball.com/springpass 

About 1,500 tickets remain for the Twins’ home opener April 5 against Seattle. 

Etc. 

• Jim Kaat, who recently joined the Twins as a special assistant, arrived at camp. The 16-time Gold Glove winner headed to the field where 
pitcher’s fielding practice was taking place. 

• Both Addison Reed (1⅔ innings) and Zach Duke (1⅓) pitched more than one inning for the first time during camp in Wednesday’s 2-1 loss to 
the Red Sox, part of their progression to being ready for the season. 

• Jake Odorizzi and Lance Lynn will pitch Sunday, with Odorizzi facing the Phillies and Lynn pitching in a minor league game. 

On deck 

Righthander Kyle Gibson, who has allowed four runs in eight innings this spring, will start as the Twins head to Port Charlotte to play Tampa 
Bay. Righthander Nathan Eovaldi will start for the Rays. First pitch is scheduled for 12:05 p.m. 

 

Twins' pitching present and pitching future crossed paths this week 
Patrick Reusse | Star Tribune | March 14, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, FLA. – Starting pitchers were crossing paths in the Twins clubhouse at Hammond Stadium on Tuesday morning. The present and 
the future both had short trips to make. 
 
Lance Lynn was headed a couple of doors south in the corridor to be formally introduced as the latest and last of a half-dozen significant 
acquisitions for 2018. Fernando Romero was headed a couple of hundred yards northwest to the minor league complex with four other pitchers. 
 
Lynn will be a free agent again after this season and likely to be in another clubhouse in the spring of 2019. Romero will be in his third big-league 
training camp and likely to be Lynn’s replacement. 
 
Romero, 23, pitched eight innings in four exhibitions, with eight strikeouts and one walk. The walk issued was followed by a double play, 
meaning Romero faced the minimum of 24 batters in his eight innings. 
 
The pitchers optioned on Tuesday were all on the 40-player major league roster, with starters Stephen Gonsalves, Adalberto Mejia and Aaron 
Slegers, and reliever John Curtiss optioned to Class AAA Rochester, and Romero to Class AA Chattanooga. 
 
Romero might be starting one rung lower when the minor league seasons open on April 5, but there’s no pitcher in the organization that currently 
seems more important to the Twins future. 
 
The righthander from the Dominican Republic was seven weeks shy of his 17th birthday when signed on Nov. 4, 2011 by Fred Guerrero. He 
pitched a total of 76 innings in 2012 and 2013 in rookie leagues, then tore a ligament in his right elbow after making three starts for low-A Cedar 
Rapids in 2014. 
 
He missed the rest of that season and all of 2015. He spent months at the Fort Myers complex, both rehabbing and taking advantage of the 
language program and other educational opportunities the Twins have available for young players. 
 
The Twins have an interpreter when we old dudes with no Spanish skills want to interview a player from Latin America. He's not needed with 
Romero. 
 
The murmurs over Romero as a pitching prospect to watch started in 2016. He had recovered from Tommy John surgery on the right elbow, and 
also surgery to repair a torn meniscus. The knee injury happened during his workouts to stay in physical condition during the elbow rehab. 
 
Romero returned to Cedar Rapids for five starts in 2016, with a 4-1 record and a 1.93 ERA. He went to high-A Fort Myers for 11 starts and was 5-
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2 with a 1.88 ERA. 
 
Combined, he pitched 90 1/3 innings, allowed 66 hits and had 90 strikeouts with 15 walks. The Twins placed him on the big-league roster and he 
was in camp last spring, impressing people. 
 
Romero was upset when sent across the parking lot to the minors in the first cut last March 13. That was more unfamiliarity with the process than 
anything else. 
 
This time, Romero knew that he was in big-league camp only to continue to impress, and was talking freely and accepting handshakes from older 
players and coaches after Tuesday’s demotion. 
 
He figures to be the Opening Day starter on April 5  for manager Tommy Watkins with Chattanooga, but Romero said Tuesday: 
 
“They didn't say if it will be Rochester or Chattanooga. They said to keep working on my changeup and to keep hitting my spots.’’ 
 
Romero’s last outing as an official part of the spring roster was three perfect innings vs. the Rays in Port Charlotte on Sunday. He was the model 
of efficiency on that afternoon. 
 
“I felt so good,’’ he said. “First pitch strikes … when you do that, you can do what you want against hitters.’’ 
 
Romero throws in the high 90s when needed, can sink the fastball at 93/94, and has a put-away slider. And now, with his future as a starter, the 
Twins are pushing him to add a changeup. 
 
“I started working on it more in February,’’ Romero said, and he did so with an outstanding new mentor a dozen lockers away in the big-league 
clubhouse. 
 
The new closer, Fernando Rodney, is a fellow Dominican, first pitched in the big leagues in 2002 and will turn 41. Rodney sits at an even 300 
saves as he enters his first season with the Twins, and his changeup has had a lot to do with that number. 
 
“He helps me a lot with the changeup,’’ Romero said. “We have the same grip. He is a great pitcher and a great person. Being in the same 
clubhouse with him has been exciting.’’ 
 
There’s a chance the two Fernandos will be in the same clubhouse before this season is over. As Lynn arrived this week as the last piece for the 
Twins’ season-opening rotation, Romero was leaving as a starting pitcher more on the rise than any other in the Twins’ farm system. 
 
 
Eddie Rosario could return to Twins lineup on Thursday as the DH 
La Velle E. Neal | Star Tribune | March 14, 2018 
 
Eddie Rosario is close to returning to the Twins lineup. 
 
Rosario planned to go through an entire pre-game routine today, which included some throwing. If that goes well, then he will be the designated 
hitter tomorrow when the Twins head to Port Charlotte to play the Rays.  
 
The Twins have taken it easy with Rosario since he reported soreness in his right (throwing) arm last week. But now he has missed a few more 
games than they anticipated. Rosario said this morning, however, that his arm felt better and that he was looking forward to getting in a game, 
even if it just to get some DH swings in. 
 
Twins manager Paul Molitor said on Monday that Rosario will likely be paired with a throwing program to help deal with the biceps tendinitis he 
has been dealing with. As of now, the Twins have shown no signs that they are worried about Rosario missing Opening Day. They have 12 days 
to get this cleared up. 
 
So there's time. Then again, there's not a lot of time. 
 
Twins great Jim Kaat arrived at camp on Wednesday for his stint as a special instructor. It took Kaat about 35 minutes to actually reach his stall in 
the coaches room of the clubhouse, because he kept stopping to talk to folks along the way. 
 
Hitting coach James Rowson met with the hitters today, mostly to pump them up for the upcoming season. He, apparently, showed video 
highlights of a lot of the things they did well last season and spoke of how they can take the next step. 
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And the Twins did do a few things right last year, as their 815 runs were fourth most in the American League. 
 
Today's lineup: 
 
Red Sox 
 
Mookie Betts, RF 
Jackie Bradley, Jr., CF 
Hanley Ramirez, DH 
J.D. Martinez, LF 
Xander Bogaerts, SS 
Mitch Morleand, 1B 
Eduardo Nunez, 2B 
Sandy Leon, C 
Brock Hill, 3B 
 
Chris Sale, LH 
 
Twins 
 
Brian Dozier, 2B 
Joe Mauer, 1B 
Jorge Polanco, SS 
Miguel Sano, 3B 
Robbie Grossman, LF 
Logan Morrison, DH 
Max Kepler, RF 
Byron Buxton, CF 
Jason Castro, C 
 
Tyler Duffey, RHP 
 
 
No-look pickoff throw makes Twins’ Willians Astudillo an internet sensation 
Mike Berardino | Pioneer Press | March 14, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, Fla. — Twins catcher Willians Astudillo had no idea Wednesday morning he had become an internet sensation, his handiwork 
being trumpeted everywhere from ESPN to MLB Network to Twitter. 
 
Same for first baseman Kennys Vargas, whose alertness and sweep tag made the unlikeliest of plays — a no-look pickoff throw — work Monday 
night in an exhibition game against the New York Yankees in Tampa. 
 
“I’ve been doing this a long time,” said a former major league catcher now serving as a pro scout for a National League club. “I’ve never seen that 
play work before — ever.” 
 
 
As of midday Wednesday, the 31-second video clip posted on MLB’s official Twitter account had received more than 1.5 million views along 
with 21,000 likes and nearly 8,600 retweets. 
 
 Astudillo, in camp as a non-roster player, smiled at the memory of his successful pickoff of ex-Twins outfielder Shane Robinson, who had just 
entered the game as a pinch runner. With left-handed batter Greg Bird at the plate in the sixth inning, Astudillo received the first pitch from lefty 
Adalberto Mejia and, out of the corner of his eye, saw Robinson taking his secondary lead. 
 
“Only one look,” said Astudillo, a 26-year-old Venezuelan with an easy smile. “I’m looking for the runner looking down so I can throw fast. It 
was perfect.” 
 
 
Indeed, it was. Stunning, too. A packed house at Steinbrenner Field let out a collective gasp after the out was recorded. 
 
It happened so fast, Vargas didn’t even have time to say hi to his old teammate. 
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“Shane got mad,” Vargas said. “He wasn’t expecting the throw. Nobody was expecting it. When he got out, he was like, ‘Ohhhh!’ ” 
 
Astudillo, who came up through the Philadelphia Phillies system, said it was the third time the play has worked for him. It also happened about 
three years ago in the Venezuelan Winter League and in 2015 in the Florida State League, where Astudillo played for the Clearwater Threshers. 
 
“I’m trying to put it on the base, every time, he said. “Maybe a couple of throws end up in right field, but I’m looking every time before the game 
to see if I can try it.” 
 
Jeff Smith, the Twins’ first-base coach who also oversees their big-league catchers, was managing Class A Fort Myers that year. He remembers 
Astudillo trying the no-look pickoff throw that season and has encouraged him to keep working on it. 
 
Every few days or so, Astudillo will mix it into his pregame work over on Stelly Field, named in honor of late Twins coach Rick Stelmaszek. 
Monday was actually the third time this spring Astudillo has tried it in a game. 
 
“He’s almost gotten three people,” Smith said. “One time, he almost picked off the first baseman, almost hit him in the chest.” 
 
Among the Twins catching group, Astudillo is the only one who practices the no-look throw. Chris Gimenez, last year’s backup catcher who is 
now with the Chicago Cubs, liked to practice the no-look throw, which he learned during his days with the Tampa Bay Rays. 
 
The Rays used to favor the play throughout their system, owing to the influence of their catching coordinator at the time, and Smith remembers 
one of his Miracle pinch runners getting picked off in the eighth inning of a tie game against a Rays affiliate. 
 
Now along comes Astudillo. 
 
“He’s good at it,” Smith said. “It’s fun. It brings a lot of energy. It’s a cool play. He’s always looking for an advantage to get an out for the team. 
He saw an advantage there and took it.” 
 
If Robinson, one of the game’s most fundamentally sound players, can fall for The Astudillo, it can happen to anybody. 
 
“I didn’t know it was Shane at first,” Twins manager Paul Molitor said. “I think (Astudillo) would have got a lot of guys. I’m glad Kennys was 
looking. It was entertaining.” 
 
Vargas said he always makes a point of watching the catcher throw the ball back to the pitcher when holding a runner. This time it paid dividends 
and led to maybe the most remarkable play of the spring. 
 
“He was looking straight to the pitcher and he just threw,” Vargas said. “I knew he did it a few times on the back field, but I didn’t know he was 
really going to do it in the game. I was just reacting to him, and he was just — Boom! When I saw him throwing to first, I was like, ‘Oh, he’s 
coming!’ … He just made a great throw. Right on the money.” 
 
 
Veteran Zach Duke says Twins will need ‘narrow focus’ amid expectations 
Mike Berardino | Pioneer Press | March 14, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, Fla. — While Lance Lynn said former St. Louis Cardinals teammate Zach Duke was among the Twins he reached out to before 
choosing his new team, the veteran reliever refused to take credit for helping to land Lynn on a one-year, $12 million deal. 
 
“I’m not a recruiter,” Duke said. “I don’t have any skills in that area.” 
 
Nor did the Twins’ front office, Duke said, solicit his opinions on how Lynn might fit into the clubhouse 
 
“That wasn’t a conversation we had,” he said. 
 
Duke, who retired four of five batters on Wednesday in his first multi-inning appearance of the spring, has yet to allow a run through 4 1/3 
innings. Like many in the Twins’ clubhouse, Duke is encouraged by the string of additions this offseason and spring. 
 
“Everybody wants to win in this game,” he said. “It feels like everybody in the organization wants to win. It motivates everyone.” 
 
Now that the Twins have raised with expectations, the trick is to ignore any outside buzz. 
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“We’ve got to focus on what we do: Focus on the game that night and how you can help the team in that exact situation, have that narrow focus 
all the time,” Duke said. 
 
DRAFT NIX 
The Twins could have had Jake Odorizzi and Lynn a decade ago in the 2008 amateur draft but passed on both right-handers twice in the picks 
immediately preceding their selection by the Milwaukee Brewers and St. Louis Cardinals, respectively. 
 
At No. 27 overall, with the first pick they received from the Los Angeles Angels for the loss of free agent Torii Hunter, the Twins took Miami 
(Fla.) right-hander Carlos Gutierrez. Converted to a bullpen role after receiving a $1.29 million signing bonus, he never made it past Triple-A and 
was out of baseball after 2013. 
 
At No. 31, with the other pick they received as compensation for Hunter’s loss, the Twins took Tulane righty Shooter Hunt. Mostly a reliever as 
well, Hunt received a $1.08 million signing bonus and posted a 6.85 earned-run average while failing to make it past Class A Fort Myers; he was 
out of baseball after 2011. 
 
Odorizzi, meanwhile, signed for $1.06 million out of Highland High School in New Douglas, Ill., as the 32nd overall pick. He was taken 
immediately after Hunt. 
 
Lynn, a standout at the University of Mississippi, went to the Cardinals with the 39th overall pick and signed for $938,000. That was the 
Cardinals’ compensatory pick for the loss of closer Troy Percival to the Tampa Bay Rays. 
 
On Wednesday, Lynn said he couldn’t recall which teams were in on him or not before the draft or what level of interest the Twins showed at the 
time. 
 
According to Baseball-Reference.com, only two players taken in the first and supplemental first round in 2008 have produced more career wins 
above replacement than Lynn’s 14.1. Odorizzi is at 8.0 rWAR, fifth among pitchers taken in the first 46 picks. 
 
ROSARIO THROWS 
Left fielder Eddie Rosario, out with triceps tendinitis since March 4, resumed a throwing program on Wednesday. He reported no issues after 
making two sets of 20 throws from 60 feet. 
 
Rosario, who has been taking batting practice throughout his absence, is scheduled to return to the lineup at designated hitter on Thursday and 
Friday. He also is scheduled to push his throwing distance out a little farther on Thursday. 
 
“I think I’ll be ready for Opening Day,” he said. 
 
PLUNKED, AGAIN 
For the third time this spring, including an Addison Reed drilling during live batting practice, Byron Buxton was hit by a pitch. In Wednesday’s 
eighth inning, he took a Matt Barnes fastball off the left shoulder blade but was fine afterward. 
 
“One a week,” Buxton said with a laugh. “Keeps me on my toes.” 
 
Buxton then took off and swiped second easily on the next pitch, leaving him perfect in four stolen-base attempts this spring. 
 
“I think he had a little bit of anger on that steal,” Twins manager Paul Molitor said. 
 
BRIEFLY 
Special assistant Jim Kaat began his stint at Twins camp on Wednesday and was approached by several players for his insights. The 16-time Gold 
Glove Award winner also watched pitchers’ fielding practice and chatted with Twins coaches. … Miguel Sano failed to handle an Eduardo Nunez 
chopper to third and rushed a high throw to first for his first error of the spring. … Tyler Duffey gave up a solo homer to Mitch Moreland and 
another unearned run in his first start of the spring, working three innings on 50 pitches (plus another 10 in the bullpen). Duffey is slated to get 
another start on March 19 at Pittsburgh. 
 
 
Twins pitcher Hughes relates to Yankees’ Sabathia 
Staff Writers | Associated Press | March 14, 2018 
 
TAMPA, Fla. — CC Sabathia knows what Phil Hughes is going through. 
 
Sabathia has learned to cope with a loss of velocity and the 37-year-old left-hander went 14-5 for the New York Yankees last year in his best 
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season since 2012. 
 
Hughes, a 31-year-old right-hander, was limited to 26 games during the past two seasons because of injuries, mostly to his shoulder as a result of 
thoracic outlet syndrome, which that required a rib to be removed. Hughes went just 4-10 with a 5.92 ERA in 112 2/3 innings over the last two 
years. 
 
He had an encouraging outing for Minnesota on Monday night, limiting the Yankees to one run and four hits over four innings. He struck out 
three and walked none 
 
“Keep these guys off balance,” Hughes said. “If my velocity isn’t what it used to be, and that’s a permanent thing, at least I have some fall back 
options. I’m going to try to adapt and adjust as much as I can to be productive without that 93, 94 (mph).” 
 
Hughes and Sabathia were teammates on the 2009 Yankees’ World Series champions. 
 
“He’s kind of reinvented himself,” Hughes said. “A lot of people thought he was done.” 
 
The pair have discussed the adjustments needed with age. 
 
“You’ve got to try and trick them with the stuff you’ve got,” Sabathia said. 
 
Twins manager Paul Molitor said Hughes is pitching during spring training to prove he deserves more regular-season innings. 
 
“All I can do is be as productive as I can and show that I’m back to at least close now to form,” Hughes said. “If I can do that, the very least it 
makes some tough decisions.” 
 
 
Twins come up short against Red Sox 2-1 
Staff Writers | Associated Press | March 14, 2018 
 
Chris Sale pitched five shutout innings of two-hit ball and struck out seven, lowering his ERA to 1.00. 
 
Mitch Moreland homered in the third off Tyler Duffey, who gave up two runs — one earned — and four hits in three innings. 
 
Mookie Betts, batting .130, singled and drove in a run. Miguel Sano doubled. 
 
 
Meet the 2018 Twins: Fun facts about your favorite players 
Staff Writers | Fox Sports North | March 14, 2018 
 
Spring training is underway and shortly the regular season will begin. With that will come the inundation of statistics — batting average, home 
runs, ERA, etc. 
 
Since you’ll be getting enough baseball stats about the Minnesota Twins to fill any void you might have, we thought we’d take a look at the 
lighter side of things. 
 
We scoured through the Twins media guide and came up with some different and interesting facts about a number of players (note: we have no 
repeat facts from last year’s edition of fun facts). While your friends are dishing out Ervin Santana‘s wins and ERA from last year, you can 
enlighten them on which player had a double major in English and history, who would be a teacher if not a baseball player and who else would 
have been an account, whose parents were professional ballet dancers and more. 
 
Read on, enjoy and be prepared to dazzle your buddies with your inside knowledge of Twins players. 
 
Erick Aybar: Would be second Twin to wear uniform number 0, the other being catcher Junior Ortiz from 1990-91. 
 
Jose Berrios: If he wasn’t a baseball player, he would be a teacher. 
 
Alan Busenitz: Works with his father in the off-season, building septic tanks. 
 
Byron Buxton: As a senior in high school, struck out 18 batters in seven innings pitched in the deciding game of the Georgia Class AA State 
Championship Series. 
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John Curtiss: Was a double-major (history and English) at the University of Texas. 
 
Brian Dozier: In high school, in addition to baseball, where he was a four year starter, earned three letters in football, two in golf and one in 
basketball. 
 
Zach Duke: Is one of three active pitchers (Oliver Perez and Joe Blanton) in MLB with 150 career starts and 150 career relief appearances. 
 
Zach Granite: Hit first major league home run Sept. 23 at Detroit off Blaine Hardy after pinch-running earlier in the eighth inning, becoming the 
first player in Twins history to pinch run and homer in the same inning and the first in baseball since Boston’s Darren Lewis in 2001. 
 
Max Kepler: His parents Marek Rozycki and Kathy Kepler were both professional ballet dancers in Berlin. 
 
Joe Mauer: Enters 2018 as one of three players in baseball with 14-plus seasons with just one team, joining New York-NL’s David Wright (2004-
17) and St. Louis’ Yadier Molina (2004-17). 
 
Logan Morrison: He and his wife, Christie, have a daughter, one-year-old Ily Sophia — Ily is an acronym for “I love you.” 
 
Jake Odorizzi: Grew up a Cardinals fan in Highland, IL., about 30 miles east of St. Louis. In 2011, had seats in right field to witness the Cardinals 
win Game 7 of the 2011 World Series over the Rangers. 
 
Michael Pineda: Learned to play baseball on a field next to a closed sugar plant; the outfield wall was marked by spare tires and there would 
frequently be cows grazing in left field. 
 
Jorge Polanco: If he wasn’t a baseball player, he would be an accountant. 
 
Fernando Rodney: Began his bow-and-arrow save celebration on April 16, 2012 when playing for the Tampa Bay Rays. He says he doesn’t know 
where the idea came from, it’s “just something after the last out. Out 27. You know the game is over. I shoot the moon. I shoot the arrow, just to 
let them know game over.” 
 
Ervin Santana: Recorded five RBI in three Interleague starts, the most ever for an American League pitcher in interleague play; tied Dan Haren 
(2010) and Woody Williams (2003) for the all-time record; most for a Twins pitcher since Bert Blyleven had six pre-DH in 1972. 
 
Aaron Slegers: At 6 foot-10, is second-tallest player in Twins history (Jon Rauch, 6-11, 2009-10). 
 
 
Off to a blazing start, Brent Rooker readies for his first full season of pro ball 
Dan Hayes | The Athletic | March 14, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, Fla. — Brent Rooker can claim a level of preparedness for elite pitching that most of his peers headed into their first full season 
of pro baseball can’t imagine. 
 
Atlanta Braves first-rounder Kyle Wright? The Twins’ prospect hit against him when Wright was at Vanderbilt. 
 
Houston’s J.B Bukauskas? Yep, Rooker faced the University of North Carolina-product in the Cape Cod League. 
 
Rooker — whom the Twins selected with the 35th overall pick in the 2017 draft out of Mississippi State — also believes he faced Detroit’s Alex 
Faedo, the Yankees’ Clarke Schmidt, the Mets’ David Peterson, Boston’s Tanner Houck and the Cubs’ Alex Lange during his college career. 
 
All of the above were selected ahead of Rooker in the first round last June and all have squared off against him, either in Southeastern Conference 
play, the College World Series or in Cape Cod. Given the pitchers he has faced, some observers think Rooker — who last season became only the 
second-ever SEC player to win the Triple Crown — could be on a fast track to the majors. All Rooker knows is that his experience makes him 
feel confident he can continue to excel in pro baseball. 
 
“Absolutely,” Rooker said. “You look at the arms you face week in and week out in the (SEC), specifically on Fridays. I look at the first round of 
college pitchers who were taken and I think in my college career I may have faced every one of them. 
 
“I think it helps prepare to make that step into pro ball.” 
 
The early evidence overwhelmingly backs Rooker’s assertion. 
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He hit .387/.495/.810 with 23 home runs and 82 RBIs in 309 plate appearances for the Bulldogs, whose season ended June 11 with a loss to 
Louisiana State University in the NCAA Super Regional. One day later, the Twins selected Royce Lewis with the first pick before drafting 
Rooker. By Friday, Rooker signed a slot-value contract for $1.935 million and he debuted at Elizabethton on June 23. Between there and High-A 
Fort Myers, Rooker blasted 18 homers in 261 plate appearances, giving him a combined 41 for the season. 
 
“He had as good a debut as anybody,” Baseball America editor J.J. Cooper said. “If they extended the (Florida State League) season by another 
couple of weeks, he would have led the league in homers and he was there for a little over a month.” 
 
Cooper isn’t shy to point out the career paths of several of the SEC’s previous best and brightest hitters. Houston’s Alex Bregman and Boston’s 
Andrew Benintendi both reached the majors quickly. Though Rooker isn’t on the same level defensively as either player, his bat is good enough 
to potentially expedite his path to the majors. 
 
“There’s a pretty good track record,” Cooper said. “Unlike those guys, Rooker doesn’t provide a lot of defensive value. He really, really has to hit. 
If he keeps really, really hitting, than those questions become more answered. Then all of a sudden, he turns into a guy where ‘We’ve got to find a 
way to get him in the big-league lineup.’ He can move very fast. He doesn’t need to go back. It’s not like he comes into this season where he 
clearly needs to go back to High-A.” 
 
The Twins see Rooker as one of their more advanced position prospects along with infielder Nick Gordon. The club likely will keep Rooker in the 
outfield for now to try and create more opportunities to hopefully one day get his bat in the lineup, though he could eventually wind up at first 
base. But the Twins are very high on Rooker’s approach at the plate and plan of attack and believe that the SEC only helped him refine his 
offensive skills. 
 
“Even in some of my initial conversations with him and what I’ve learned about him from some others is, (he has an) advanced feel in the box and 
approach to hitting,” farm director Jeremy Zoll said. “(He’s) pretty cerebral in a lot of regards. I think pairing that up with the level of competition 
was really huge for his development along the way. 
 
“That was a major contributing factor to his success in his first half-season. We’re excited to have Brent. Hopefully it can help him continue to 
move through the system quickly.” 
 
Rooker has also realized there’s a big difference between college and the pros. One of his biggest goals for the 2018 season is to further establish 
his pregame routine. Whereas college was regimented, he’s discovered that professional baseball is more up to the individual to determine how he 
prepares best for that night’s game. While he may still be getting used to that aspect, Rooker doesn’t mind bringing the experience he does 
possess into the batter’s box. 
 
“It’s not the same — it’s a completely different atmosphere and environment,” Rooker said. “You’ve got to make adjustments to be able to put 
yourself in that environment and have success. But being able to see those arms week in and week out in the league and Cape Cod League, it 
definitely is an advantage in that you feel like you’re prepared going into pro ball.” 
 
 
Farm System Rankings: 21-and-under talent 
Alex Kraft | MiLB.com | March 14, 2018 
 
With Spring Training underway and the 2018 season almost upon us, MiLB.com is ranking all 30 farm systems based on certain changing 
criterion with each edition. After looking at position player prospects (30-21, 20-11, 10-1) and pitchers (30-21, 20-11, 10-1), this edition focuses 
on prospects who will be 21 years old and younger on Opening Day and considers the quality and quantity of top talent in each system in its 
current state. Here are the complete rankings of all 30 organizations with player ages in parentheses. 
 
13. Minnesota Twins 
Top-30 qualifiers: Royce Lewis, Wander Javier, Alex Kirilloff, Brusdar Graterol, Blayne Enlow, Lewin Diaz, Akil Baddoo, Travis Blankenhorn, 
Andrew Bechtold, Tyler Watson, Luis Arraez, Ben Rortvedt, Jacob Pearson, Jose Miranda, Landon Leach, Yunior Severino, David Banuelos 
 
Analysis: Similar to the Brewers, the Twins have a young star in 2017 first overall Royce Lewis (18), whom they complement with some older 
talent and a deep pool of youth. The Twins got aggressive with the shortstop last summer, allowing him to move to as high as Class A Cedar 
Rapids, and they may continue to push him quickly if he shows off impressive hit and run tools in his first full season. This group will get an even 
bigger boost if Alex Kiriloff (20) can return healthy and productive after missing all of last season following Tommy John surgery. Don't sleep on 
Wander Javier either, after the 19-year-old shortstop produced a .383 on-base percentage at Rookie-level Elizabethton in 2017. The Twins may 
have to find a way to pair Lewis and Javier at the lower levels, but they'll gladly take that problem. 
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